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How can we imagine alternative futures without "
becoming trapped in overly simple prescriptions?"
– 
Can we encourage a way of thinking about the future "
that also implies alternatives are in some sense linked "
to the present?"
!



Our Changing World:  
key global challenges/trends

Global economic and political shifts"

A turbulent job market"

Climate change"

Energy, water, land, and food scarcities"

Connectivity"

Technology"

Demographic change"

Growth in income disparities and increases in social inequality"

Shifting identities"

The rise of citizenship"

Meeting diverse demands"



Opportunities and challenges for the city 

“Cities are the places where problems emerge and 
solutions are found.  They are fertile ground for science 
and technology, for culture and innovation, for individual 
and collective creativity and for mitigating the impact of 
climate change.  However, they are also places where 
problems such as unemployment, segregation and 
poverty are concentrated.”"
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City leaders examined global trends in"
!

Social Futures"
- 
Urban futures"
- 
Economic futures"
- 
Organisational Futures"
- 
Leadership futures"
- 
How it could all fit together for Sheffield"
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Living together? 
a civil society; a self reliant society; a society of associations"
 
 
Urban futures?  
a global bazaar; the renaissance city; the one planet city"
 
 
Collective goods? 
a market society; mass localism; smart municipalism"
!
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Opportunities for Sheffield: 
global trends

The Global Bazaar 

The One Planet City The Renaissance City 

Market Society 

Smart Municipalism Mass Localism 

Civil Society 

A Society of Associations A Self Reliant Society 



2035 endorsed across city"
- 
Need a roadmap?"
- 
Underpinned by City conversations."
- 
But shifting the status quo is a challenge"
- 
Role for disruptive innovation?"
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Sheffield City Summit and the next steps…



“Sheffield, as one of the 8 Core Cities in England, 
will play a significant role in the success of Britain. "
2035 presents a shared, realistic and ambitious vision 
for the future of Sheffield, as a city that looks after 
its citizens, is economically competitive and 
environmentally sustainable”."
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